Urban Nine Patch
Supply list (60”x 60”)
Fabric for a 25 Block Urban Nine Patch Quilt (this fabric amount is for the front cover yellow &
black quilt on the pattern. The black quilt and white & blue quilt pictured is made from scraps
except the background fabric.)
 2 yards black fabric
 3½ yards green fabric
 1¼ yards orange fabric
 ¾ yard white fabric
 2/3 yard binding
 4 yards backing
Other supplies












Quick Curve Ruler© (QCR)
Urban Nine Patch Pattern
Straight stich Sewing machine
Mat should be 12x12 or bigger and rotary cutter with New blade
Piecing thread
Iron to share
Basic sewing supplies
Cutting for 25 Urban Nine Patch Blocks
From black cut (25) 7½” x 8½” for curves, (50) 3¼” x 3¼” for Half Square Triangles (HST)
From green cut (100) 3” x 8½” for inner curve, (100) 2” x 8½” for outer curve, (50) 3¼” x
3¼” for HST
From orange cut (100) 3½” x 3½” for nine patch, (25) 2½” x 2½” for nine patch center
From white cut (100) 2½” x 3½” for nine patch
We will be cutting the curves in class using the QCR ruler

If you would like to sew the HST before class, GO for it. If you don’t have time or not
comfortable, please wait. We will do in class.
Instructions for Piecing Half Square Triangles
 On all green 3¼” x 3¼” squares, draw one diagonal line on wrong side of fabric from one
corner to opposite corner. Pair up a green 3¼” x 3¼” with a black 3¼” x 3¼” fabric
square. Right sides together. Position green fabric square on top.
 Sew a ¼” seam on each side of drawn line. Repeat with all paired sets. Cut blocks on
drawn line. Open and press. Square to 2¾” x 2¾”. Make (100) HST.
I’m so looking forward to seeing you at the party!
Have any questions email TheHappyCottage@gmail.com
Thanks Melissa

